PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 2022

A full schedule of planned workshops for 2022; each are from 3-6 people
Please also see the additional notes at the bottom of this schedule

DATE
(ALL 2022)

TITLE / LOCATION

DURATION

Saturday
Port Talbot Steelworks and One
29th January Rhondda Valley Evening and Afternoon /
Evening
Night Sky workshop
(3pm –
9.30pm

Friday 4th –
Sun 6th
February
2021

Dorset Photography
Weekend

COST

£119 for One •
or £219 for
Two Booking •
Together
•

Choice of
£295 or £545 •
Weekend / for 2 (Weekend
Three Day
option)
•
options
£395 or £695
for 2 (3 Day •
Option)
•

SPECIFIC
INTEREST
Long Exposure
Photography
Night
photography
Industrial
Photography

Coastal
Landscapes
Structures in the
landscape
Long exposure
Photography
Night
photography

SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION / KEY
FEATURES
A chance to learn how
to capture the night
sky in the Brecon
Beacons

FITNESS /
PHYSICAL
CAPABILITY
Short walks (up to
20 mins) from car
with two short
climbs

The landscapes and
coastline of Dorset
from Corfe Castle to
Durdle Door and
Portland Bill. A chance
to capture this area at
dawn, dusk and at
night time

Moderately
strenuous walks
on hilly or
undulating ground
with walks of up
to 4 miles so a
fair level of fitness
is preferable.

Saturday
London Cityscape and
12th - Sunday Architecture Workshop
13th
February
Day /
Weekend
workshop

1 day or
Weekend

Saturday
South Wales Coast Weekend Day /
27th - Sunday
Weekend
28th
Options
February /
Weekend
workshop

Day Workshop Interest in image
Thames Embankment
£149 or £275 design, architectural and City of London
for two
photography and
from Westminster to
night photography
Tower Bridge &
Weekend
includes long exposure
Workshop
& night photography,
£295 or £545
showing London at its
for two
best!
Dawn Starts
included with
weekend
option:
additional with
One Day Option
£295 or £545 •
for 2 (Weekend
option)
•
•
•

Saturday
12th March

Brecon Beacons Night Sky
Evening Workshop

Evening
(5pm –
9.30pm

£119 or £219 •
for two
•

Flat in the main
but in total quite a
lot of walking with
plenty of steps to
locations &
underground.
Expect to walk up
to 10 miles during
the day carrying
all equipment

Coastal
Landscapes
Structures in the
landscape
Long exposure
Photography
Night
photography

Explore the south
Wales Coast from The
Severn Bridges to the
Heritage Coast and
Gower Peninsula from
Dawn to Dusk

All locations are
fairly accessible
from car parking
though you’ll be
on your feet most
of the day – each
walk is no more
than 15 mins

Night
Photography
Mixed Lighting

A chance to learn how Short walks from
to capture the night
car with one 10 sky in the Brecon
15 min climb
Beacons

Friday 1st – Snowdonia Heritage
Sun 3rd April Photography Workshop
Choice of
Weekend /
Three Day
options

Thursday 7th Lake District National Park
- Sunday 10th
April

Choice of 2 £295 or £545
workshops for 2 (Weekend
between 3
option)
and 5 Days
£395 or £695
for 2 (3 Day
Option)

Choice of 2
/ 3 / 4 Days

All levels of
photography.
Interest in the
natural landscape
• Coastal
photography
• Mountain
Photography
• Heritage
• Lakes
• Woodlands and
Waterfalls

4 Day - £545 / All aspects of
£925 for 2
landscape
photography with
3 Day - £425 /
emphasis on
£750 for 2
mountains, lakes,
2 Day - £295 / woodlands and rural
£545 for 2
photography

A chance to explore
the mountains and
landscapes of
Snowdonia

Relatively short
walks to locations
of up to an hour
but some ascents
of up to 200m
requiring some
hillwalking
experience. If the
group wishes and
is able, we may
also include a
walk up Snowdon
for dawn.

A chance to explore
the mountains and
landscapes of the
Lake District

You will need to
be fit for
hillwalking for this
workshop as all
days involve
some ascents up
to ridges and
viewpoints

A chance to explore
the landscapes in the
Brecon Beacons from
waterfalls, mountains
& upland landscapes
to historic buildings.
There's a dawn start
on days 2 & 3.

A workshop for
those happy to
walk longer
distances to
locations on
undulating and
steep ground. We
also include a
walk up Pen y
Fan to catch
dawn light.

(Tuition and
Local Transport
Only)
Friday 29th
April Sunday 1st
May

Brecon Beacons National
Park Spring Landscape
Workshop

Choice of 2 £295 or £545 All aspects of
or 3 Days
for 2 Weekend landscape
Option
photography with
emphasis on
£395 or £695
mountains, lakes,
for 2 Three
woodlands and rural
Day Option
photography
Dawn Starts
and night
shoots included

Saturday
14th May

Brecon Beacons Time Lapse 1 Day
Workshop

Thursday
Newcastle City &
Choice of 2
22nd Northumberland Landscapes / 3 / 4 Days
Sunday 25th
September

£135 or £250 A workshop
for 2 Booking specialising in
Together One • Time Lapse
Day workshop.
(including
production of the
video).
Runs from 12
noon to 10pm • Multiple and long
to take in dusk
exposure
/ nightfall
photography
4 Day - £545 / •
£925 for 2
3 Day - £425 / •
£745 for 2

•
2 Day - £295 /
£545 for 2
•
(Tuition and
Local Transport •
Only)

Sat 1st – Sat Northern Ireland Week:
8th October. Workshop 1 4/5 day
Week split
workshop
into two from
Sat 1st –
Weds 5th
October and
Weds 5th –
Sat 8th with
4/5 Day and
3/4 Day
Options

4/5 Day
Full Week £945
and 3/4
or £1,795 for 2
Day options
Booking
Together

Landscape
photography,
History and
Heritage
Long Exposure
Photography
Night
photography
Architecture and
Cityscapes

All levels of
photography.
Interest in the
natural landscape
• Coastal
photography
£595 or £1045
for 2
• Mountain
4/5 Day
Photography
workshop
or

£475 or £875
for 2 booking
together 3/4
Day workshop

We go to a range of
locations in the Brecon
Beacons suitable for
Time Lapse and Long
Exposure photography

Short Walks and
generally
locations within
short walk of car.

A chance to explore
the mountains and
landscapes of the
North East; from
Newcastle Cityscapes,
upland landscapes,
coastal landscapes to
castles and historic
buildings

Generally short
walks of up to 30
mins to locations
but some such as
Hadrians wall are
hilly although
ascents are short.

An opportunity to
explore the coastline
and mountains of
Northern Ireland with
your camera.
Workshop explores the
Antrim Coast and the
Mourne Mountains

Mostly short
walks in and
around coastline
but steep or rocky
in places. Mourne
Mountains
locations require
longer walks and
ascents and
some hillwalking
experience.

All accommodation in
private rooms and
transfers included

Sat 8th – Sun Bristol and Cardiff
9th October Architecture and Cityscape
(provisional Weekend
depending
on demand)

Choice of Day Workshop
One Day
£149 or £275
(either day
for two
in Bristol or
Weekend
Cardiff) or
Workshop
Weekend
£295 or £545
for two

•
•
•
•

Image Design
Architectural
photography
Long exposure
Photography
Night
Photography

Exploring the
Short flat walks
streetscapes and
easily accessible
cityscapes of Bristol
from the car
and Cardiff. Includes
sunset / night shoot in
Bristol on Saturday
and Dawn shoot in
Cardiff on Sunday

Workshop from
Dawn to Dusk

Sat 15th to
Sat 22nd
October
Sat 15th –
Weds 19th
Oct 4/5 Day

Isle of Skye Photography
Workshop

Choice of 2 £795 or £1395
workshops
for 2
between 3
4/5 Day
and 5 Days
workshop
or
£625 or £1095
for 2 booking
together 3/4
Day worksho

Weds 19th –
Sat 22nd Oct
3/4 Day
Option
Wednesday Brecon Beacons Autumn
26th October Landscape Workshop

1 Day

£149 or £275
for 2 Booking
Together One
Day workshop
(with optional
dawn start)

All aspects of
landscape
photography
including:
• Long Exposure,
Coastal and
Mountain
landscapes
• Night
Photography
• Time Lapse
Mixed photography
experience but
aimed at outdoor
enthusiasts

An opportunity to
explore this fabulous
Island with your
camera. All familiar
and many unfamiliar
locations explored
Workshop includes
stop at Glencoe on the
way up or on return

Mix of locations
but most are fairly
accessible from
the car. The two
longer climbs into
the mountains are
optional.
Reasonable level
of fitness required

The landscapes of the
Brecon Beacons from
waterfalls, mountains
and upland
landscapes to historic
buildings.

Intended for those
happy to walk
longer distances
on undulating and
steep ground. We
also include a
walk up Pen y
Fan to catch
dawn light.

Saturday
Snowdonia Autumn
29th October Photography Workshop
– Sat 5th
November

Choice of 2 £745 or £1325
workshops
for 2
between 3
4/5 Day
and 5 Days
workshop

Sat 30th Oct –
Weds 3rd Nov
4/5 Day
Weds 3rd –
Sat 6th Nov
3/4 Day
Option
Week from
Saturday
12th – 19th
November
2022

A WEEK IN ITALY
Abruzzo Photography
Workshop

7 Days

Sat 26th
& Sun 27th
November

London Cityscape and
Architecture Workshop

1 day or
Weekend

All levels of
photography.
Interest in the
natural landscape
• Coastal
or
photography
£575 or £1025 • Mountain
for 2 booking
Photography
together 3/4 • Heritage
Day workshop • Lakes
• Woodlands and
Waterfalls

An opportunity to
explore this fabulous
Island with your
camera. Workshop
includes stop at
Glencoe

£1095 / £1,995 All levels of
for 2
photography.
Interest in the
Also available natural landscape &
by the day for heritage of Italy
Abruzzo local • Landscape
people
• Architecture and
Heritage
• Mountain
photography
• Night
Photography
Day Workshop Interest in image
£149 or £275 design, architectural
for two
photography and
night photography
Weekend
Workshop
£295 or £545
for two

Explore the beauty of Most locations
the Abruzzo Region of are within short
Italy
walk of car
though there are
Includes 2 days
3 significant walks
accommodation –
of up to 4-5 miles
other days excluded
around locations.
Some short
climbs and one
longer one up to
Gran Sasso

Dawn Starts
included with
weekend
option:
additional with
One Day Option

All accommodation in
private rooms and
transfers included

Thames Embankment
and City of London
from Westminster to
Tower Bridge &
includes long exposure
& night photography,
showing London at its
best!

Relatively short
walks to locations
of up to an hour
but some ascents
of up to 200m
requiring some
hillwalking
experience. If the
group wishes and
is able, we may
also include a
walk up Snowdon
for dawn.

Flat in the main
but in total quite a
lot of walking with
plenty of steps to
locations &
underground.
Expect to walk up
to 10 miles during
the day carrying
all equipment

Wednesday
30th
December

Elan Valley Night Sky
Evening Workshop

Friday 2nd to Dorset Photography
Sunday 4th
Weekend
December 3
Day /
Weekend
Workshop

Evening
(5pm –
9.30pm

£119 or £219 Previous general
understanding of
for two
camera settings &
interest in Night
Photography

Choice of
£295 or £545 •
Weekend / for 2 (Weekend
Three Day
option)
•
options
£395 or £695
for 2 (3 Day •
Option)
•
Dawn Starts
and night
shoots included

Coastal
Landscapes
Structures in the
landscape
Long exposure
Photography
Night
photography

A chance to learn how Short walks from
to capture the night
car
sky and car trails

The landscapes and
coastline of Dorset
from Corfe Castle to
Durdle Door and
Portland Bill. A chance
to capture this area at
dawn, dusk and at
night time in some of
the shortest days of
the year – perfect for
shoot all day!

Moderately
strenuous walks
on hilly or
undulating ground
with walks of up
to 4 miles so a
fair level of fitness
is preferable.
However, walks
are all on good
paths and any
steep sections
are short

ADDITIONAL NOTES
•
•
•

•
•
•

Workshops normally require a minimum of 3 booking to go ahead.
Groups of 3 or more can book a workshop on any available date at a location of their choice.
Most day workshops between September and April have the option of a dawn start / Night Sky Shoot at an additional fee of £30pp or £50 for 2
Weekend Workshops and Short Breaks include this as a part of the fee. This does not have to be arranged when booking; it can be decided at any
time up until 24 hours before the workshop.
Workshops are intended to cover a range of experience although we recommend that unless advertised as a beginners workshop, complete
beginners do a 1-1 before booking on a standard workshop
Prices are for tuition and local transport only unless specified as including accommodation:
All weekend or longer workshops include an introductory zoom session during the week before

